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Foreword

Both the public and the private members of the Association of American

Universities are convinced that the uniquely American tradition of extensive

privatf, support for higher education preserves important values in our own

society. Among them are diversity in higher education, maintenance of multiple

sources of influence and decision, 'Area citizen participation and choice in

financing higher education and voluntary redistribution of wealth from private

hands. Our tax laws provide incentives to this private support, and these

incentives must be sustained. We are ded12ated to maintenance of the basic

characteristics of the existing system until a better one is developed, and

we have as yet seen no good substitute.

This report presents in direct and simple terms the case for preservation of

tax ircentives to giving for higher education, and we recommend it to those with

an interest in the financing of higher education in the United States.

Herbert E. Longenecker
President
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TAX RLFORM AND THE CRTSIS OF
FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATICN

I. Introduction. The marginal .financial condition

of our colleges and universities is manifest. Their finan-

cial future is dangerously fragile. Many institutions con-

front the desperate prospect of constricted growth and even

curtailment of vital functions.

The only rational passage through these perils is

enormous increase in support for our public and private

colleges and universities. In this context, it is absolute-

ly essential to preserve existing sources of private support

for higher education which are derived from the present tax

system.

Persons responsible for these institutions are

convinced -- and their conviction is corroborated by data --

that private support for higher education is vitally motivated

by existing laws authorizing income, gift and estate tax

deductir,ns for private gifts to hiyher education. Especially

important are tax provisi(.:, encouraging large gifts of

appreciated property by individuals during their lifetime and

by will. Experience de:tonstrates that significant curtailment

of these tax incentives, even serious official consideration of

such changes, has a chilling effect on private contributions.



Tax reform is one of those motherhood issues -

it is very difficult to oppose. Debaters can make a theoreti-

cal point that the allowance of tax deductions for private

gifts to higher education, particularly the deduction of the

market value of appreciated property, creates an indirect

government subsidy which is logically imperfect. But in the

name of "tax equity," reformers may strike a crippling blow

to our nation's system of higher education.

The existing system, as tightened and improved by

the Tax Reform Act of 1969, has much to commend it. The

present system should be further modified only when and if

it can be empirically demonstrated that a significantly better

alternative exists which will not diminish the present level

of financial support for our colleges and universities and

will not endanger academic freedom or impair the pluralistic

character of our society.

II. The Present Crisis in FinancinsHi5her Education

A. Nature of the Crisis.

In 1972 Congress itself recognized the potentially

disastrous financial plight of our institutions of higher

learning. The Education Amendments of 1972 take statu-

tory notice of the "considerable evidence . . . which indi-

cates that many institutions of higher education are in finan-
1/

cial distress. "



The House Report of the Committee on Education and

Labor speaks in even more alarming terms: "Hundreds of insti-

tutions of higher education face financial crisis of severe

proportions. Inflation and rising costs have put them in a
2/

classic cost-price squeeze."

The House Report contains a graphic summary of the

"acute financial distress" and "endemic defiLit financing"
3/

which now plague our ct J.eges and universities.

"An April 1971, survey by the National Association
of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges
indicates that in recent years university budgets
must increase ten percent annually in order to
maintain the same level of services. Forty-four
of the 78 state universities and land grant
colleges reported fiscal year 1971 budget increases
of less than the required ten per-ent; three had
decreases. A report at that same time on the
status of New York private colleges and universi-
ties set the same figure of ten percent on the
inflation rate.

"Pressure from inflation and rising costs
has been aggravated by a spectacular increase
in enrollment. In fiscal year 1940, college en-
rollment was only 1.5 million. In 1959 those
enrolled for degree credit were 3.377 million;
in 1969, 7.299 million. The figure projected
for 1979 is 11.075 million. At the University
of California between fiscal year 1967 and
fiscal year 1972, there will be a 34 percent
increase in enrollment with only a 6 percent
increase in budget (constant dollars) i.e. 20
percent less money per student.

"The cost-price squeeze has had particular
effect on the small private Liberal Arts college.
Information available to the Committee indicates
that in 1937-38, institutions enrolling under 500
students constituted 44 percent of the colleges
and universities in the country and enrolled
18 percent of the students. Thirty years later
they constituted 27 percent of the institutions
an' accounted for 2 percent of the students.



"Studies made by Dr. William W. Jellema for
the Association of American Colleges indicate
that, unless immediate aid is forthcoming, 365 of
the nation's private colleges and universities may
be closed in this decade. Two hundred of them
will have exhausted their liquid assets within
a year. Stated another way, of the private
accredited institutions, 50 percent of four year
institutions and 45 percent of those offering
master's degrees in no more than three fields,
37 percent of those offering masters degrees il
four or more fields, and 48 percent of the Ph.D.
granting institutions, can be expected to fail
within ten years.

"The problem is not limited to private
colleges. Of 99 state universities and land
grant colleges, five years ago none had an operat-
ing deficit. Last year a survey of 78 showed 12
in the red. Of 278 state colleges and universities,
75 percent say financial difficulty is their major
problem.

"The financial crisis is manifested in
deficit operation, curtailed services that ad-
versely affect quality of education, and efforts
to increase income that adversely affect the
educational mission, such as raising tuition.

"Deficit operation is characterized --
apart from bankruptcy -- by invasion of endow-
ment and increased borrowings. The study by
Dr. Jellema for the Association of American
Colleges entitled The Red and the Black released
in January 1971, indicated that of 762 accredited
pritatt four year institutions, 24 percent were
borrowing from endowment. A supplemental report
released in late September entitled Redder and
Much Redder indicated an average decline into
deficit financing, 26 percent worse than had been
anticipated by the institutions'. "4 /

As an interim response to the financial crisis,

Congress in 1972 authorized $40 million for "emergency"

assistance to institutions of higher education which are in

serious financial distress and in need of additional



assistance either to continue operation of the institution

or to prevent substantial curtailment of academic programs.
y

At the same time Congress established the National Commission

on the Financing of Postaecondary Education to report to

Congress no later than April 30, 1973 on "the impact of past,

present, and anticipated private, local, State and Federal
6/

support for postsecondary education. . .

The provisions of the Education Amendments of 1972

require the Commission to evaluate proposals for financing

higher education in terms of "the costs, advantages and dis-

advantages, and the extent to which each proposal would pre-
7/

serve the diversity and independence of such institutions."

It is the thesis of thiepaper that private support for higher

education is essential to the congressionally proclaimed objec-

tive of preserving the "diversity and independence" of these

institutions and that the charitable deduction is an essential

means for enlisting that private support.--
8/

B. Itp_yitalIm2211.2pce of Voluntary Support

Statistics compiled for all private universities

show that government grants constitute about 45% of their

total income compared to 34.4% from student fees; 11.8%
9/

from private giving; and 8.8% from endowment income. The

vital role of private giving both as a counterweight to

increasing government support and as a significant source of

income in absolute terms is plain from its relative dimension.



In 1970-1971, over $1.5 billion was volunteered from private

sources for the support of the 1,080 institutions of higher

education that participated in the annual survey of the
10/

Council for Financial Aid to Education. This sum repre-

sented 11% of the estimated $12.8 billion of expenditures

made by these institutions in 1970-1971. Based on the

average 4.7% yield for 1970-1971, this voluntary support

represents the equivalent of an additional endowment of over

$32 billion. Tl'e staggering importance of these gifts is

dramatized by the fact that they are equal to almost 3 ti:lies

the income produced by the $11.3 billion endowment
11/

reported by institutions of higher learning.

In 1970-1971 major private universities received

over 40% of all voluntary support to higher education, and

public colleges and universities received 22% of all

such support. The distribution of these amounts among

recipients of voluntary support of higher education in

1970-1971 is as fol:ows:

Voluntary Support

Recipient Percent

12/

Major Private Universities
Private Coed Colleges
State Universities and Colleges
Other

40.2
22.9
20.9
16.0

100.0



The percent of total expenditures financed by

private giving, by type of institution in 1970-1971 is

as follows (dollars expressed in millions):

Type private .rit1 Expenditures Percent

Xajor Private Univ. $604.5 $2,961.2 20.3
Private Men's Col. 31.4 101.0 31.1
Private Women's Col. 56.8 225.3 25.1
Private Coed Col. 345.1 1,453.8 24.0
Prof. & Spec. Schools 118.2 433.4 27.2
State Univ. & Col. 314.1 7,095.8 4.4
Municipal Univ. & Col. 11.5 248.8 4.6
Junior Colleges 22.2 363.3 6.1 13/

$1,503.8 $12,882.6 10.5

The message is clear: voluntary support plays a major role

151in the financing of public as well_ as private education.

All forms of higher education desperately need all the re-

sources now available to them and dramatically more. They

cannot afford any diminution of their funds from private

charitable giving.

There is a particular need to preserve and increase

large private gifts. The published report of the Council for

Financial Aid to Education, Voluntary Support of Education

1970-1, supoorts following conclusions outlined by Sheldon

Steinbach of the American ..:ouncil on Education and Julian
15/

H. Levi, of the University of Chicago.

-- Higher education is dependent upon the large

gift. While 95% of all gift transactions are for less

than $5,000 in the aggregate theoc transactions produce



24.9% of all voluntary support, while only 4.73% of all

transactions (those over $5,000) produce 75.04% of all

voluntary support.

-- 51.2% of all voluntary support in 1970-1

consisted of gifts from individuals, alumni and non-

alumni. In this category of donor the same pattern of

reliance upon the large gift is maintained. Aggregate

support from individuals, alumni and non-alumni, was

approximately $787 million, of which amount $572 million

came in transactions of more than $5,000.

-- As to gifts from individuals of more than

$5,000 for current purposes,48.921, of alumni gifts were

in the form of securities, 3.25% in real estate and .40%

in other property. In the case of alumni gifts of more

than $5,000 for capital purposes, 58.38% were in the form

of securities; 2.64% real estate and .133% other property.

The same pattern exists as to non-alumni individuals.

The foregoing demonstrates beyond debate the

significant role of large private donations in financing

higher education; accordingly, it is crucial to evaluate

any proposed tax change in terms of its impact on large

private gifts and bequests.



III. The Charitable Deduction As An Incentive for Voluntary.
Support of Higher Lducation

In the midst of their present financial crisis, institu-

tions of higher learning are being threatened with the loss

of additional funds in the nar. of tax reform. Some writers

and lawmakers are mounting an attack on three major provisions

of existing federal tax law that relate to voluntary support

of higher education:

(1) The deduction for income tax purposes
of charitable contributions of indi-
viduals and corporations.

(2) The ability to deduct the fair market
value of certain appreciated property
donated to charity.

(3) The unlimited estate tax deduction for
charitable gifts.

Although some observers deem the challenge to

the charitable deductik. as "incredible," there are

certain scholars and lawmakers who persistently lump the

charitable deduction with percentage depletion, accelerated

depreciation, "stepped up" basis at death and other so-called

tax "loopholes" which may be proper candidates for major

Lax reform. Specifically, in the name of propriety, efficiency

and equity, these reformers variously argue for replacement

of the present system of tax deductions by direct government

expenditures alone, by a system of matching private donations

with government grants outside of the tax system, or by a

system of tax credits.
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It should require no documentation to accept

the recent conclusion of the United States Court of Appeals

for the Fourth Circuit that:

"Mt would be naive not to recognize
the substantial portion that contribu-
tions play in the gross income of any
institution of higher learning and the
adverse effect on those contributions
if their deductibility for income and
estate tax purtoses of the donors is
disallowed."16/

As John Gardner observed ten years ago:

"The consequences of abolishing charitable
deductions would be catastrophic for our
educational, charitable and religious
institutions, and would alter profoundly
the character of American life."17/

Perhaps in recognition of the nrofouna -end

catastrophic changes that could result, proposals to

repeal the charitable deduction have remained in a largely

incipient state. Nevertheless it is an appropriate occasion

to answer the charge that the charitable deduction is in-

appropriate, inefficient, and inequitable.

A. Policy Justification: The Charitable Deduction as
a Proper Use of the Tax Laws.

Critics of the tax provisions favoring charity

allege that it is somehow improper to utilize the federal

tax system to encourage private philanthropy. But our

experience has demonstrated that use of the tax system to

stimulate private philanthropy is, as a fundamental matter

of policy, thoroughly justified.



Private philanthropy had been a cornerstone of
our pluralistic society:11which has been en-
riched by its diversity of ethnic, racial,
religious and social groups.19/

During the half-century of income taxation in the
United States, our lawmakers have exercised care
to insure not only that these institutions not
be taxed but also that the tax system be utilized
to encourage private giving to enhance the well-
being of these institutions without undue govern-
ment influence and control.

The debate on the Revenue Act of 1917 makes it clear that the

introduction of the charitable deduction reflected a desire

to protect the income of philanthropic organizations and in

particular the income of educational institutions.

The attitude of the Senate seems to have been that income

contributed to charity was income not properly taxable at

the new, higher rates introduced during World War I. Senator

Hollis, who introduced the amendment to permit the deduction

of contributions to charity, perceptively stated:

Look at it this way: For every dollar
that a man contributes for these public
charities, education, scientific, or other-
wise, the public gets 100 percent; it is all
devoted to that purpose. If it were undertaken
to support such institutions through the Federal
Government or local qt,vernments and the taxes
were imposed for the amount they would only get
the percentage, 5 percent, 10 percent, 20 percent,
or 40 percent, as the case might be. Instead of
getting the full amount they would get a third
or a quarter or a fifth. 21/
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Senator Hollis inserted into the Congressional Record

an editorial from The Washington Post of August 25, 1917 that

read in part:

This country can not abandon or impoverish
the great structure of private charity and
education that has been one of the most notable
achievements of American civilization. Therefore
with every additional dollar the Government finds
it necessary to take in taxation it becomes in-
creasingly necessary to accept the principle of
the pending amendment and leave untaxed that part
of every citizen's income which he may give volun-
tarily to the public good. 2 _41

Periodically Congress has reviewed and reaffirmed

the wisdom and propriety of the charitable deduction,

recognizing that allowance of the charitable deduction relieves

government from the buraen of meeting public needs which in

the absence of claritable activity would fall on the shoulders

of the government. Thus, in 1938 Congress stated, "The

Government is compensated for its loss of revenue by its

relief from financial burdens which would otherwise have to
23/

b met by appropriations from public funds."-- Again in

1969, Congress endorsed tnc basic principle of the charitable

deduction, increasing the 30% limitation on charitable con-

tributions to 507. in order to strengthen the incentive

effect of the c4aritab1e contributions deduction for taxpayers.

Those who would eliminate the tax incentives for

charitable donations would upset the long and successful

tradition of utilizing the tax system to support private
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philanthropy. They would do so on the basis of conclusions

that rest on three questionable assumptions: first, they

assume that a system of direct government grants or matching

grants for the support of philanthropy would produce at

least the same level of support for charity; second, that

such a system would be constitutional in the case of religious

organizations; and, third, that such a system is, as a policy

matter, preferable to the present policy of utilizing the tax

system to provide incentives for private giving.

Even those who recommend replacement of the charitable

deduction with a system of matching grants concede that any

nontax substitute for the deduction of existing law must

assure educational institutions of support equal to "that

which they can reasonably anticipate from the present tax
25/

expenditure system.' However, as noted by Professor Boris

Bittker of the Yale Law School, "it would be difficult to

devise a formula for matching grants that would produce,

even in the aggregate, the same amount of revenue that

charities now owe to the tax deduction, and it is almost

inconceivable that this could be done for particular
26/

charities or even categories of charities."

The proponents of a system of direct government

grants or matching grants also assume that there is no con-

stitutional barrier to supporting religious institutions in

this fashion, including religious institutions of higher
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learning. ficwever, as noted by Professor Bittker, there

may be an "insuperai)le" constitutional obstacle to includ-

ing churches and other religious organizations in any grant
27/

system.

Some may welcome more direct government funding on

the ground that centralized decision-making will produce a

more efficient use of funds than can be expected from a

variety of institutions which derive their funds from mul-

tiple and diverse sol:rces. But it should be plain that a

multiplicity of private institutions supported by a multi-

pl.cty of fund sources dilutes the actual and potential

power of government to control or suppress diversity, indi-

viuuality and academic initiative. Judge Friendly has cau-

tioned of the danger "if the extension of the helping hand

of the government, even when the help is monetary, were to

turn our liwly pluralistic society into a deadly uniformity."

Tht history of federal programs suggests that

increased direct government financing portends increased

federal control. The Congress would face, more and more,

kinc:,is of pressures that confront state legislatures

and forced the 1,;orth Carolina legislature to enact a "gag

rule" controlling "ccntroverial" speakers on cam?uses of
29/

state colleges and universities. Thus, the Governor's

Committee on Nigher Education in Not York made a plea

in 190 that the State University of New York be dis-

entangled from the snarled reL: tape of state bureaucracy
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and enabled to act "with the spirit and style of our great
30/

public universities."

Indeed federal controls already exist. For example,

the federal government has required that Armed Forces recruit-

ing personnel not be barred by a college if it is to remain
31/

eligible for certain funds. Several writers have noted their

concern for the lack of government restraint in matters

affecting academic freedom:

The one occurrence that has shaken my
conviction that general federal aid
to higher education poses no inherent
danger to the freedom of universities
has been the imposition of security
clearances for those engaged in feder-
ally financed unclassified research.
This whole episode in our history, now
happily past, is repugnant because
it involved an essentially immoral
abandonment of the values without which
our form of government and indeed our
society cannot survive . . If
general federal aid to higher education
had been in force over the period 1951 -

1956, the freedom of American universi-
ties would have been seriously threat-
ened. 311

Institutions of higher education have, so far,

maintained their integrity and independence despite the

fact that over 45% of the funds of all private universities

are from government grants. Any action which has the effect

of further increasing their relative dependence on highly

centralized government funding as distinguished from diverse
33/

private giving could upset the balance.
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Moreover, elimination of the policy of promoting

charitable giving to private institutions through the tax

system could ultimately result in the loss of significant

benefits to our society in the form of new ideas and pro-

grams. Terry Sanford, President of Duke University, in

pleading the case for retention of the charitable deduction,

has chronicled some of the benefits that have resulted in

the field of education from our national policy of encourag-

ing philanthropy.

"[W)e might remember that our first American
college resulted from private philanthropy,
and so did many of our best schools that have
been established since then. Mostly because of
private gifts, which have been encouraged by
tax relief, our private schools have been able
to contribute a wealth of innovative ideas to
our overall educational system. Public and
state schools have in many instances acquired
some of the most progressive practices by follow-
ing the examples of private schools -- which were
freer to experiment and innovate.

A conscientious government is .somewhat
restrained in initiating new programs. Private
philanthropy, however, has provided us with
'laboratory' -type experiments that have proven
the public value of certain programs. Then,
armed with that rationale, government has been
able in good conscience to initiate similar
programs to be financed with public funds. . .

If we are to retain the national strength
we have derived historically and traditionally
from pluralism, then we cannot afford new
developments that would further homogenize
American society. Certainly one of the most
important assets of pluralistic influence in our
nation is our dual system of private and inde-
pendent institutions."34/
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To a very important degree the cherished indepen-

dence of our institutions of higher learning and their con-

tribution to our society is a product of the private charitable

support generated through the present tax system.

B. Efficiency of the Tax Provisions in Generating
tie Voluntary Support.

Those who challenge the charitable deduction and

the measurement of income and estate tax deductions of gifts

in kind by their market value sometimes urge these provisions

are "inefficient": i.e., that a large portion of charitable

gifts would be forthcoming absent these tax provisions and

that the additional contributions stimulated by the tax

provisions are too small to justify their cost in tax

revenue.

Congress itself has recognized the incentive

effect of the charitable deduction provisions. In the Tax

Reform Act of 1969, it increased the 30% limitation on

charitable giving to 50t "in order to strengthen the incen-

tive effect of the charitable deduction provisions for
35/

taxpayers." In reco:q:ao:iding this change, the Ways and

Means Committee stated its belief "that the increase in the

limitation will benefit taxpayers who donate substantial

portions of their income to charity and for whom the incen-

tive effect of the deduction is strong -- primarily tax-
36/

payers in the middle- and upper - income ranges."--



- le-
However, respected economists who have atterpted

to measuze the incentive effect of the charitable deduction

have reached conflicting conclusions. Those who assert the

charitable contribution deduction is inefficient rely

heavily on the 1965 doctoral dissertation of Professor'

Michael K. Taussig and his conclusion that the tax incentive

for charitable giving is weak, inducing only $57 million in

22/
gifts in 1962 while creating a revenue loss of $2.5 billion.

However, Dr. Taussig himself recognized that his findings were

subject to significant qualifications and should not be made
38 /

the basis for policy decisions.

Dr. Taussig's reservations about his own analysis

are confirmed by the conclusions reached in two subsequent
39/

studies by Professor R. A. Schwartz of New York University.

Professor Schwartz found that the charitable donations of

both corporations and individuals were price elastic; that

is, the less the cost to the giver, the larger the gift. His

studies corroborate the intuitive judgment of many other

experienced and qualified observers -- that increasing the

"cost" of charitable donations will decrease their incidence

and magnitude. Neither Dr. Taussig nor those who have adopted

his conclusions without fully appraising his analysis have

successfully refuted the common sense observation of Professor

Boris Bittker that: "A taxpayer who can transfer $1 to his

favorite charity at a cost to himself of only 50 cents will be
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much more inclined to make the gift than one who must lay
40/

out a full $1 to transfer that amount. This is particularly

true of donors in the higher income brackets who give the

most and are most conscious of the effect of taxes on their

cost of giving.

Moreover, the Taussig studies were based on data

about giving to all charities, including religious institu-

tions which rely to a greater extent on small gifts from
0

moderate income taxpayers. Even Professor Taussig concluded

that the incentive effect of the tax provisions is greatest

for gifts to educational institutions, and that the incentive

effect of the charitable deduction was substantial for high
41/

income taxpayers.

These observations about the motivation and source

of gifts to higher education should not be underestimated.

Higher educatiQn is ckpendent upon large gifts and large

bequests. While gifts to higher education in amounts over

$5,000 account for less than 5% of the total number of

donations, they account for more than 75% of the dollar
42/

totals of all voluntary support. There is almost universal

agreement that the favorable tax provisions have their

greatest impact in stimulating these gifts.

There is other important corroboration for the

view that gifts to higher education are large and tax induced.

For example, a 1968 study by T. Willard Hunter, based on

interviews with major donors, found that charitable gifts
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would have averatjed 42.5"; less if they had not been tax
43/

deductil)1,. Whine 1w found the decision to give to be

tax motivat2d only in a subordinate way, he found the

amount of qivinq and its timing to be greatly influenced by

tax considerations. His findings tend to confirm the conten-

tion of university trustees and administrators that the present

tax provisions provide a strong incentive effect. Hunter

reported a "universal reaction of shocked disbelief that

anyone could hold the charitable deduction not to be an
44/

incentive to philanthropy," and his independent con-

clusions support their view.

The incentive effect of the charitable deduction

finds further support in a 1969 survey conducted by the

Commission on Foundations and Private Philanthropy under

the Chairmanship of Peter Peter,;on. The survey made of a

representative group of large donors indicated that if there

were no tax benefits for charitable giving, only 4% of the

donors would be unaffected in their giving. The remaining

96L indicateu that they would reduce tneir giving by

a median reduction of 75t. The survey also showed that

approximately 70.0 of the direct gifts of largo donors

is in the form of appreciated property which reflects the

incentive provided by the rules for deducting gifts c'
45/

appreciatod property.
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Other data about voluntary support to colleges and

universities furth= r emphasize the significance of tax

incentives. First, a disproportionate amount of giving

characteristicalll occurs toward the end of the year when

large donors and their financial and legal advisers are par-

ticularly aware of tax considerations. For example, in 1971-

1972 Brown University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

and Stanford University received more than 40% of all their

111/contributions for those years during November and December.

More importemt for the present problem, this

same 1970-1971 experience revealed that more than 50% of the

gifts over $5,000 from individuals for current purposes were

in the form of securities, real estate or other noncash

property. More than 60% of the gifts over $5,000 from

individuals for capital purposes were in the form of securi-
47/

ties, real estate and other property. It is apparent

from these facts that these gifts involved appreciated

property, the donation of which was importantly motivated

by favorable tax treatment afforded gifts of such property.

The importance of tax incentives to private giving

is underlined by the experience of colleges and universities

in years when revisions of the tax treatment of charitable

contributions were publicly and officially considered. The

hearings in connection with the Tax Reform Act of 1969

dealt with the tax cons'equcnces of deferred giving trans-

actions. While deferred giving prior to 1967-1968 had grown
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to 7.1% of total gifts by individuals, the results for

each year thereafter represent a continuing significant

decrease not only in the percentage of deferred giving (3.9%

in 1970-1971), but also in absolute dollar amounts, even

though total voluntary support from individuals

increased. If the percentage of deferred giving support

d..veloped prior to 1967-1968 had continued in the three

succeeding years, total support of higher education in this

one form of giving in 1970-1971 would have been $50 million
48/

more than actually received.

The available data and informed judgments indicate

that the charitable deduction is effective in raising critical

fulids for higher education. In the absence of any persuasive

evidence that the tax incentives are ineffective in stimulating

voluntary support, it would be precipitous and potentially

calamitous to alter the existing tax incentives for charity

on the untested theory that coma other systcn might be more

efficient.

C. Equity of the Charitable Deduction.

Those who would alter the tax incentives for

charitable contributions also contend that the present law

is inequitable. According to Professor Stanley S. Surrey

of Harvard, "[title charitable contribution deduction is

a special tax provision nut required by, and contrary to,

widely accepted definitions of income applicable to the
40/

determination of the structure of an income tax. "

Professor Surrey describes the charitable contribution

deduction as a subsidy to charitable giving and thus to the
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activities of qualified charitable organizations. He com-

pares the deduction to a matching grant program under which

the government makes matching grants to charities chosen by

taxpayers, and suggests that this is an inequitable matching

grant program since it conditions the amount of the govern-

ment's grant directly on the taxpayer's marginal income tax

rate. A 70% bracket taxpayer can contribute $100 with an

after-tax cost of $30, but a 30% bracket taxpayer will have

an after-tax cost of $70 for making the same .ontribution.

Other respected tax scholars, including Professors

Boris Bittker of Yale and William D. Andrews of Harvard,

have contested this characterization. Professor Andrews

has stated: "I do not believe, nor do I think most serious

practical students of the subject believe, that the charitable

contribution deduction is as irrational as this explanation
50/

makes it sound."--Trofessor Andrews points out that "the

fact that a provision does more to mitigate differences

dmong wealthy people than among the less well-to-do is

simply a characteristic of a graduated rate schedule, what-
51/

ever may be included in the income tax base.' For example,

if a wealthy man in the 70 percent bracket incurred a

deductible loss of $1000, the Government would absorb $700

of the loss, but in the case of a 30% taxpayer the

Government would absorb only $300.

Professor Andrews challenges the Surrey view

that the charitable contribution is a tax subsidy
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inconsistent with a system of graduated taxation of net
52/

income. Since the government does not tax individuals

on what they do not consume because they decline to earn it,

it should not tax what is theoretically income but is devoted

to public charity rather than to personal consumption or

accumulation. In the case of donations to education, religion

or culture, the benefits produced have the character of common

goods whose consumption by one individual does not preclude

consumption by others. TherefoLe no one individual should

be taxed as if he had consumed the goods to the preclusion

of all other consumers.

If we are not willing to tax a person on income he

could have earned, but did not (because he chose leisure

time and decreased income instead of increased income),

we should not tax him on income he earned but chose not to

keep by voluntarily giving it to a public charity, such as

a college or university. In the case of the man who chose

leisure time, we give him a tax break for being less produc-

tive. Now some propose to penalize the highly productive

man who shares the fruits of his labors with charity. Rather

thar viewing the charitable contribution deduction as a loop-

hole for the wealthy, we should view the amounts donated as

an additional tax -- albeit a voluntary one -- paid by indi-

viduals to provide goods and services for the benefit of the
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public that would otherwise necessarily be furnished by

government.

In viewing the practical consequences of a change

in the charitable deduction in general or the appreciated

property rules in particular, another significant point

must be considered. In the case of voluntary support of higher

education, obtaining these funds from wealthy individuals by

giving them tax incentives not only provides additional funds

for publiC purposes, it also accomplishes a voluntary redis-

tribution of wealth from the donor to the students educated

by the charitable gift.

The large gifts from individuals which account for

such a substantial portion of voluntary support for educa-

tional institutions provide facilities and services that, if

provided from tax revenues, would come largely from taxes

on low and middle income groups. When a private university

such as the University of Buffalo or Pittsburgh is forced

because of inadequate voluntary support to close or become

a state institution, the effect may be to substitute a re-

gressive source of state funds, such as the property tax,
53/

for a progressive source of private funds. The following

tables illustrate this phenomenon.
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Contributions to Education as a
Percent of Adjusted Gross Income54-/

AG I

Under 3,000
3,000-5,000
5,000-10,000
10,000-15,000

Percent

Less than .05
Less than .05
Less than .05

.1
15,000-25,000 .1
25,000-50,000 .3
50,000-100,000 .6
100,000-1500000 1.1
150,000-200,000 1.5
200,000-500,000 2.1
500,000-1,000,000 2.2
Over 1,000,000 2.4

State and Local Taxation as a
Percentage of Family Personal Income a5/

Income Percent

Under 2,000 11.3
2,000-3,999 9.4
4,000-5,999 . 8.5
6,000-7,999 7.7
8,000-9,999 7.2
10,000-14,999 6.5
15,000 and over 5.9

Accordingly, departure from the existing charitable

deduction rules may have an inequitable effect not acknowledged

by the critics, i.e., shifting support of higher education

from high-bracket taxpayers to state governments relying on

more regressive taxes to fill the void.

Critics concerned with tax equity should concen-

trate their efforts on the many tax preferences used by high

income taxpayers to profit themselves. The tax deductions

for charitable giving do not profit the individual
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taxpayer, rather they Lenefit tie educational, religious

and scientific institutions so critical to our nation's

well-being. When an individual contributes to a college or

university he achieves no monetary gain for himself. The

effect of charitable contributions is the redistribution of

wealth, not the conservation of wealth. To institutions of

hight,r learning, suggested changes in the tax provisions do

not raise esoteric questions or Lax equity; they raise funda-

mental questions about the continuation of significant private

support uur systal,... of hither education.

Iv. Additional Arguments in Support of the Deduction
for_Appreciated Gifts and the Unlimited Estate
Tax Deduction

We have detected no visible momentum for the

proposition that the charitable deduction should be eliminated

in favor of a system of direct or matching government grants.

However, more limited proposals have been advanced in Congress

to perform what some might mistakenly regard as minor, less

risky surgery -- changing the rules for the taxation of appre-

ciated property and the unlimited charitable deduction of the

estate tax. Because higher educaLion relies so heavily on

the large gift and large bequest, any change in these areas

could have major adverse consequences.
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A. The Deductibility of the Fair Market Value of
AREEL.Liated Property Should Be PreseiVed

Since 1923, a taxpayer who contributed appreciated

property to charity has been allowed a charitable contributions

deduction for the fair market value of the property with no

56/tax imposed on the appreciation. Although this rule was

modified by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 for some charitable

contributions, higher education continues to enjoy contribu-

tions stimulated by the allowance of a charitable deduction

for the fair market value of certain appreciated property.

Some critics assert that the rules for deducting

gifts of appreciated property exacerbate the problem of in-

equity since the appreciation escapes capital gains tax, while

an income tax deduction is allowed equal to the present value

of the property contributed. It is thus argued that giving appre-

ciated property to charity produces a more favorable result

for the taxpayer Clan selling the property and donating the

cash proceeds to charity, and discriminates against the wage

earner who does not have appreciated property and must make

his contributions from after-tax dollars. Accordingly, some

have proposed to reduce the amount of the charitable deduc-

tion for gifts of appreciated property by one half of the

appreciation that would have constituted taxable gain upon

sale of the property.

A review of the history of the appreciated propeiLy

rule leads to the conclusion that the present law is the
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product of reasoned Congressional deliberation and should

be retained, especially in light of the precarious financial

health of institutions of higher education and their depen-

dence on gifts of appreciated securities and real property.

In 1938 the House of Representatives accepted the

same proposal for change which is being advocazed today,

voting to limit the deductibility of appreciated gifts to

charity to the adjusted basis of the property in the tax-

payer's hands. However, the Senate Finance Committee, out

of concern for the adverse consequences to charitable giving,

rejected the House proposal:

The House

to allow

of gifts

giving.

"Representations were made to the committee
by officials of educational and charitable
institutions that the effect of such a
provision would be to discourage the making
or charitable gifts in kind. The committee
believes that charitable gifts generally
ought to be encouraged and so has eliminated
this provision of the House bill." El(

receded and Congress in 1938 voted to continue

the full deductibility of the appreciation element

in kind as an important incentive to charitable

The full deductibility of gifts of appreciated

property remained intact until the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

In connection with that Act, Congress conducted a search-

ing reexamination of tax policy with respect to exempt

organizations and their contributors. Three major changes

effected in that act are highly relevant here. First,
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deductions based on gifts of appreciated property whose sale

would have produced ordinary income (e.g., inventory items)

were limited to the donor's cost basis. Second, deductions

for donations of appreciated capital gains property to

private nonoperating foundations were reduced by 50%

of the appreciation element in the value of the gift. Third,

the deduction for gifts of tangible personal property, the

use of which is unrelated to the exempt purpose of the

charitable donee, was reduced by 50% of the appreciated

amount of the gift.

In 1969 the Mouse (as it had in 1938) again approatad

reduction of the tax benefits for appreciated property donated

to public cliarities and universities. Kingman Brewster,

President of Yale, responded to the House action:

"It has been argued that it is somehow
'unfair' fox the person who has untaxed
appreciated capital to be able to convert
the appreciation component into a tax
deduction? whereas those with only cash income
must make their gifts, if at all, from after
tax resources. Again this argument loses
force in view of the fact that unrealized
gains would not be taxed unless sold or
given away; so that the choice is not whether
to put the man with unrealized gains in the
shoes of the man with cash income only, but
whether the former will be given some in-
centive to convert his privilege for the zjj
public benefit through a charitable gift."Cl

ultimacciy, angrers, after delis erate c:.-Adert,tior-A, de-

cided ,rior law .311.-.)uld recained tc allcw 4. deduction

equal to the fair market value of gifts of appreciated

securities and real estate when made to public charities and
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operating foundations. However, Congress did limit use of

this appreciated property rule. Although the Tax Reform Act

generally increased the charitable deduction limitation from

30 percent of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income to 50

percent, the 30 percent limitation remains in effect for gifts

of appreciated property unless in computing the amount of

the contribution the appreciation element is reduced by one-

half.

Even if granting a dduction for appreciated

property favors the high bracket taxpayer who can afford to

make such gifts, this theoretical inequity is dwarfed by the

benefits to higher education of the appreciated property rules

and the potentiall ruinous loss of private support that could

result from change in those rules. In the words of Professor

Bittker, the inequity is not "intolerable"; more weight should

be given "to the practical consequences of a change, than

to its contribution to 'tax purity'; 'tax logic,' or defini-
59/

tional elegance."-- In this instance the financial needs

of higher education and its reliance on gifts of appreciated
60/

property far outweigh any asserted inequities of the

deduction. It is plain common sense to preserve a tax system
61/

which stimulates voluntary gifts of appreciation to charity.

Making it more costly for a rich man to give money to charity

does not make it less costly for a poor man to do so; such tax

changes will only reduce the amount flowing to charity fro
62/

those who can best afford it.
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The present treatment of appreciated property

reflects the considvred judgment of Congress, which examined

the issue in depth in 1938 and again only four years ago.

In the circumstances, private support of charity in general

and higher education in particular should not be subjected

to the chilling effect of still another public battle unless

there is some new and imperative justification. There is none.

B. No Limitation Should Be Placed on the Charitable
Deduction for Estate Tax Purposes

Under present law, which has been in effect since

1918, a deduction is allowed from the gross estate of a

decedent for the present value of property transferred for

certain charitable purposes. The estate tax deduction is

not subject to any percentage limitation. In contrast, the

charitable deduction for income tax purposes is generally

limited to 20t of the donor's adjusted gross income

in the case of gifts to private foundations, 30% in

the case of gifts of certain appreciated capital gains property

such as securities, and 50% ix. the cease of yifts to

public charities and operating foundations.

Some, perhaps influenced by a sense of symmetry,

have proposed that some or all of the income tax law limita-

tions be extended to the estate tax. For example, it

has been proposed that the aggregate charitable deduction

should not exceed 506 of the gross estate reduced

by the debts of the decedent and the expenses of administration.
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In 1970 -71, $266 million in bequests were received

by the 1,080 institutions of higher learning p,,rticipating

in the annual study of the Council for Financial Aid to

Education. This constituted 17.6% of the total private

support for all of these institutions; 24.85 of the private

support enjoyed by 58 major private universities and 9% of

the support of 224 state-controlled public institutions.

Bequests are the largest single source of endowment

funds of most private colleges and universities. Their

experience with bequests is similar to their experience with

lifetime gifts: the lion's share of large bequests comes from

a relatively few large estates.

The experience of the California Institute of Technology

is typical of the pattern of giving common to most colleges and

universities. Eugene F. Gerwe, Director of Income Trusts and

Bequests, reports that in the period from January 1966 through

June 1972, Caltech received 50 bequests. Eleven bequests,

however, provided over 90% of the funds produced by bequests.

Caltech's share in each of these estates exceeded 5d% of the

gross estate. Mr. Gerwe estimated that, had those estates

been limited to a charitable contribution deduction of 50%

of tne taxpayer's total estate, Caltech would have

lost $2,250,000.
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Caltech's records also indicate that a number

of persons plan to leave over half of their total estates

to charity; the anticipated bequests total $60 million.

If estate tax deductions for gifts to charity were limited

to one half of the estate, those estates would pay almost

$14 million in additional federal taxes. "These taxes

would be paid by funds that would otherwise have gone to

the charitable organization; thus, the tax would, in effect,

be paid by the charitable organizations."

'lo the extent that a basic purpose of the estate

tax is to prevent the undue concentration of accumulated family

wealth, that purpose is accomplished whenever a decedent

gives the bulk of his estate to independently controlled

institutions such as privately endowed universities

instead of to his heirs. Any reduction in the estate

tax charitable deduction would work contrary to the purpose

of the estate tax in preventing the undue concentration of

accumulated family wealth, since,with no tax incentive to

make gifts to charity in excess of the limitation, testators

might well decide to keep their "charity at home."

The rationale for limiting the income tax deduction

for charitable gifts to 50% of the taxpayer's adjusted gross

income does not carry over to the estate tax arena. The

unarticulated premise of the income tax limitation is

that no taxpayer should be allowed to completely avoid

his annual obligation as a citizen to pay some federal
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taxes even if he gives his entire income to charity.

There is no similar principle that every citizen

pay the one-time estate tax. The estate tax is, after all,

imposed only on the decedent's prol.erty at death; assets

consumed or given away prior to that titr. are not taken into

account. Similarly, the $600000 estate tax exemption indi-

cates there is nc' underlying rationale that each person should

pay some estate tax. Since a person during his lifetime can

transfer his entire estate to charity over a period of years
65/

and thus avoid the estate tax entirely, there is no com-

pelling reason why an estate tax should be imposed if the

entire estate is traasferred to charity at death since such a

transfer effects On redistribution of wealth which is the

primary purpose of the estate tax.

In the cstate tax context, any limitation on the

charitable deduction would result in the direct imposition

of a tax on charity. Each dollar of tax imposed on the

estate would take a dollar from charity, a result which is

wholly inconsistent with the exemption from taxation of the

income of charitable: organizations.

The concl-slon that the unlimited estate tax

deduction should be retained is confirmed by the conspicuous

silence of the 1968 Treasury Department tax study of estate

and gift tax reform with respect to any change in the unlimited
§1/

estate and gift tax deductions afforded transfers to charity.
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Equally sicinificant is the fact that the American Law

Institute, after 5 years of study of federal estate and

gift taxation, recommended in 1969 that

"the 100% charitable deduction in the
field of transfer taxation should be
retained, under either a dual tax system
or a unified tax." 67/

Even under the most drastic prorosals for estate

and gift tax reform -- proposals to replace the estate and

gift taxes with an accessions tax which would treat a gift
68/

or bequest as income Lo the recipient -- the burden of

taxation on gifts to charities would not be increased. Not

even the most avid tax reformers have suggested that the

irlome of charities be taxed. As long as tLe exemption re-

mains, treating a bequest as income to the recipient would

not charge the tax-free nature of charitable bequests, and

it would be possible for an individual to bequeath his

entire estate to charity free of tax -- the proper result.

The evidence seems overwhelming that the unlimited

chari,aole ULutietion ioi estate tax purposes should be

preserved for bequests to public charities in light of

the compelling financial needs of higher education and the

complete absence of any overriding principle of tax equity

supporting any limitation.



V. Conclusion

Both practical and philosophical considerations compel

retention of the existing tax incentives for private support for

charity in general and higher education in particular. There is

strong evidence that proposals to limit the income, gift and estate

tax deductions now afforded for individual gifts to charity

would seriously reduce those gifts, particularly large indi-

vidual gifts which have proven so important to institutions

of higher education. Congress has recognized that the

nation's institutions of higher education constitute a

'national resource which significantly contributes to the

security, general welfare, and economy of the United States."

To conserve this resource, any funds depleted through changes

in the tax laws must be replaced from other sources. However,

none of the tax reform proposals has answered the pivotal

question of how revenues lost to higher education would be

replaced as would be required by the national interest.

The present charitable deduction is time-tested

and has the virtue of certainty; donors, their attorneys

and university officials know the system and its potential

for financing higher education. Other ideas for direct sub-

sidies, matching yrants and the like are unknown quantities

likely to produce new inequities with absolutely no guarantee

that they would raise the same revenue for higher education as

the present system. They would be susceptible to proof
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and perfection only after long and intensive trial and

error. There is too much at stake to overthrow our

traditional support of private charity through the charitable

deduction. No less than the vitality and independence of

higher education are in the balance.



Footnotes

1/ Education Amendments of 1972, Pub.. L. 92-318; 86 Stat.

235, § 122(a)(1)(B) [hereinafter cited as Education Amend-

ments of 1972).

2/ H.R. Rep. No. 554, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 6 U.S. Code Cong.

& Admin. News 2243 (1972). Figures indicate the costs of

providing education are repeatedly outpacing sources of in-

come, resulting in much more severe cost pressures on higher

education than on the balance of the economy. See William

G. Bowen, Economic Pressures on the Major Private Universi-

ties, Hearings on Economics of Financing Higher Education

Before Joint Economic Comm., 91st Cong., 1st Sess 399 (1969)

[hereinafter cited as Bowen). During the period of 1959-1967

expenditures of institutions of higher education increased

at an average annual rate of 15.3% while total income in-

creased at an average rate of only 14.6%. See Becker, The

Financing of Higher Education: A Review of Historical Trends

and Projections for 1925-76, in Trends on Postsecondary

Education 98 (1970). It is anticipated that future expenses

of educational institutions will increase by 11.7% annually

while income will increase by only 5.8% to 7.6%. See Bowen

at 422, 436.

3/ H.R. Rep. No. 554, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 6 U.S. Code Cong.

& Admin. News 2201 (1972). The financial ills of higher
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education have been amply documented by a number of authors,

each urging the same general conclusions as to the serious-

ness of the problem. See, R. H. Atwell and C. W. Atwell,

Adjustments of the Major National Universities to Budgetary

Distress (1972); G. Hudgins, I. Phillips and J. Bruntlett,

Peoples Colleges in Trouble (A Financial Profile of the Nation's

State Universities and Land Grant Colleges) (1970); W. W.

Jellema, The Red and the Black (Special Preliminary Report on

the Financial Status of Private Institutions of Higher Learn-

ing) (1971); W. W. Jellema, Redder and Much Redder (1971). One

commentator has suggested that the immediate financial crisis

may have eased for some institutions. Professor Earl F. Cheit,

under the sponsorship of the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education, has recently completed a followup report on the

financial condition of 41 public and private colleges and

universities which he surveyed two years ago. Compare The New

Depression in Higher Eth4cation -- Two Years Later (1973) with

The New Depression in Higher Education (A Study of Financial

Conditions at 41 Colleges and Universities), Carnegie Commis-

sion on Higher Education (1971). The report concludes that,

through strenuous cost-cutting measures including deferral of

faculty salary increases and maintenance costs, the schools'

financial deterioration has been slowed and a certain degree

of "fragile stability" has been achieved, at least for the

short run. The stability is fragile, in the view of Professor

Cheit, because it is the result of unusual cuts in expenditure

growth and is based in part on favorable assumptions concerning
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inflation, enrollment, and the level of private, state and

federal support. For example, the report notes that the

stability is based in part on a recent upturn in private

contributions to colleges and universities -- an upturn which

would be threatened by serious consideration of proposals

to alter the charitable deduction.

iep. No. 554, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 6 U.S. Code
Cony.. it. Admin. News 2243-44.

5/ Education Amendments of 1972, § 122.

6/ Id. at S 140(a)(1). It is interesting to note that in

establishing the National Commizsion on the Financing of

Postsecondary Education, Congress implicitly recognized the

potential importance of the charitable deduction by granting

the Commission authority to accept in the nal4e of the United

States grants, gifts or bequests. Section 140(b)(3).

7/ Education Amendments of 1972,'S 140(a)(2).

8/ See text and footnotes infra at pp. 9-15.

9/ Bowep at 424. A recent survey of the income sources of

three private universities indicates that a dramatic shift

has occurred in the sources of income of institutions of

higher learning. Endowments which produced 46.8% of the

income of Chicago, Princeton, and Vanderbilt for 1939-1940

accounted for only 13.4% of the income of these institutions

in 1965-1966. In contrast, government grants and contracts
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accounted for a startling 45.9% of the 1965-1966 income of

these private universities compared to the 1.4% provided

from government sources in 1939-1940. Private gifts and

grants were a remarkably stable source over this period,

dropping only modestly from 13% of the income of these

universities in 1939-1940 to 12.5% in 1965-1966. The marked

increase in the dependence of these private universities on

government support is a pattern which is reflected in the

experience of all private universities as indicated in the

following table from Bowen at 424:

TABLZ 4.-Sources of current income,' selected years--(prrcentor distribution)

Chleaso.Priiireinstassiktbin Cavern WO
All prtvati
Uttereattiell

1283-85 1953-58 1944-49 1939-40 1924-25 155344 1g16-34

A. Educations' and ester:41mm*
front all mums.

1. 4h:rem's:rat grants and
emstraeM 45.9 24.4 13.0 1.4 45.1 27.2

2. Ottulest fres TI. 7 26.14 239 3&8 130. 8 34.4 43,4:
3. Endowment Memo.... ...... 13. 4 23, 3 29.2 44.5 43.5 8,3 112
4. PrirAte gifts and Es r*sta 12.5 20.3 10.8 180 12 13.8 Ma
6. Other 5.b 5. 2 2.0 3.1 & 8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1010 100.0 100.0II. Educational and itessetal income
eteludszet Corerstment gratitsi And
contracts

1. Student fres 41.5 3S.5 45.0 38.4 50.8 62.4 0.2
2. Endow sorgst snessme 25.1 911.4 33.1 47.3 43.5 13.9 In. 1
3. ?stray gilts soul gt.ittg 21.3 26.0 19 .1 13.2 2.2 21.4 21.7
4. Other. 10.1 7.1 2.3 11 3.8

Total 100 0 IMO 11010 100.0 100. 0 100.0 Ma. a

4 Es:lades fnecsme Used fur capital erpesahlunus, and income derived from the oper.:ion of hospital+ iat4
easslim r mars isfsSeg

Ist:ladrs only merlon and Vandert it in 1024-25 and 1939-40.

NOTE.-Iretail may nut add to total bee.suso of rounding.

The Bowen study is corroborated by other experience. The

Atwells in Adjustments of the Major National Universities to

Budgetary Distress (1972) report the following. Endowment

income has dropped over the period 1961-1968 from 12.0 to

8.9 percent of the income of four major private national

universities: University of Chicago, the Johns Hopkins

University, Stanford University and Vanderbilt University;



gifts remained constant at 12 percent; federal funds rose

from 31.9 to 34.7 percent of their income. Among four

major public universities (University of California (Berkeley),

University of Minnesota, University of North Carolina and

University of Washington) endowment income remained constant

at 1 percent; state support declined from 49 to 41 percent

while federal support rose from 21 to 26 percent; gifts declined

from 3.6 to 2.2 percent.

12/ Council for Financial Aid to Education, Voluntary

SITmrt.2LFducatiA)L11970-1971 at 4 [hereinafter called

CFAE Survey). It is estimated from this study that the

probable total of voluntary support for higher education in

1970-1971 was $1.86 billion for all U.S. colleges and

universities. Id. at 2.

11/ Id. at 62-63.

12/ Id. at 70. The figures in the table are tabulated for

the 1,080 institutions of higher education that took part

in the survey.

12/ Id. at 62-63 (percentages calculated from columns 1 and
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Percentage Distribution, Sources of Income, Public and
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(Local) ( 6.0) ( .6) ( 4.1)
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10.1%
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9.6%
9.6%
9.1%
7.3%
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